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Introduction

In the mammalian brain, the neocortex is essential
for sensory, motor, and cognitive behaviors.
Although different cortical areas have dedicated
roles in information processing, they exhibit a similar
layered structure, with each layer harboring distinct
neuronal populations (Harris and Shepherd, 2015).
In the adult cortex, many types of neurons have
been identified by characterizing their molecular,
morphological, connectional, physiological, and
functional properties (Sugino et al., 2006; Rudy et
al., 2011; DeFelipe et al., 2013; Greig et al., 2013;
Sorensen et al., 2013). Despite much effort, however,
objective classification on the basis of quantitative
features has been challenging, and our understanding
of the extent of cell-type diversity remains incomplete
(Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004; DeFelipe et al., 2013;
Greig et al., 2013).
Cell types can be preferentially associated with
molecular markers that underlie their unique
structural, physiological, and functional properties,
and these markers have been used for cell classification.
Transcriptomic profiling of small cell populations
from fine dissections (Belgard et al., 2011; Hawrylycz
et al., 2012) on the basis of cell surface (Cahoy et
al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010) or transgenic markers
(Sugino et al., 2006; Doyle et al., 2008) has been
informative; however, any population-level profiling
obscures potential heterogeneity in collected cells.
Recently, robust and scalable transcriptomic singlecell profiling has emerged as a powerful approach
to characterization and classification of single cells,
including neurons (Pollen et al., 2014; Usoskin et
al., 2014; Macosko et al., 2015; Zeisel et al., 2015).
We used single-cell RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq)
to characterize and classify >1600 cells from the
primary visual cortex in adult male mice. The
annotated dataset and a single-cell gene expression
visualization tool are freely accessible via the Allen
Brain Atlas data portal (http://casestudies.brainmap.org/celltax).

Cell-Type Identification by SingleCell Transcriptomics

To minimize the potential variability in cell types
that results from differences in cortical region,
age, and sex, we focused on a single cortical area
in adult (8-week-old) male mice. We selected the
primary visual cortex (VISp or V1), which receives
and transforms visual sensory information and is
one of the main models for understanding cortical
computation and function (Glickfeld et al., 2014).
To access both abundant and rare cell types in VISp,
we selected a set of 24 transgenic mouse lines in
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which Cre, Dre, or Flp recombinases are expressed in
specific subsets of cortical cells (Tasic et al., 2016). To
isolate individual cells for transcriptional profiling,
we sectioned fresh brains from adult transgenic
male mice; microdissected the full cortical depth,
combinations of sequential layers, or individual
layers (L1, 2/3, 4, 5, and 6) of VISp; and generated
single-cell suspensions using a previously published
procedure (Sugino et al., 2006; Hempel et al., 2007)
with some modifications (Fig. 1a) (Tasic et al.,
2016). We developed a robust procedure for isolating
individual adult live cells from the suspension by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS); reversetranscribed and amplified full-length poly(A)-RNA
using the SMARTer protocol (SMARTer Ultra
Low RNA Kit for Illumina Sequencing, Clontech,
Mountain View, CA); converted the cDNA into
sequencing libraries by tagmentation (Nextera XT,
Illumina, San Diego, CA); and sequenced them using
next-generation sequencing (NGS) (Fig. 1a). We
established quality control (QC) criteria to monitor
the experimental process and data quality (Tasic et
al., 2016). Our final QC-qualified dataset contains
1679 cells, with >98% of cells sequenced to a depth
of ≥5,000,000 total reads (median, ~8,700,000;
range, ~3,800,000–84,300,000).
To identify cell types, we developed a classification
approach that takes into account all expressed genes
and is agnostic as to the origin of cells (Fig. 1b). Briefly,
we applied two parallel and iterative approaches for
dimensionality reduction and clustering, iterative
principal component analysis (PCA), and iterative
weighted gene coexpression network analysis
(WGCNA); we then validated the cluster membership
from each approach using a nondeterministic machine
learning method (random forest). The results from
these two parallel cluster identification approaches
were intersected and subjected to another round
of cluster membership validation. This step assessed
the consistency of individual cell classification: we
refer to the 1424 cells that were consistently classified
into the same cluster as “core cells” and refer to the
255 cells that were classified into more than one
cluster by the random forest approach as “intermediate
cells” (Fig. 1b).
This analysis segregated cells into 49 distinct core
clusters (Fig. 1c). On the basis of known markers
for major cell classes, we identified 23 GABAergic
neuronal clusters (Snap25+, Slc17a7−, Gad1+); 19
glutamatergic neuronal clusters (Snap25+, Slc17a7+,
Gad1−); and 7 non-neuronal clusters (Snap25−,
Slc17a7−, Gad1−) (Fig. 1c).We assigned location and
identity to cell types within VISp on the basis of three
complementary lines of evidence: layer-enriching
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Figure 1. Workflow overview and cell-type identification. a, Experimental workflow started with the isolation, sectioning, and
microdissection of the primary visual cortex from a transgenic mouse. The tissue samples were converted into a single-cell suspension; single cells were isolated by FACS; poly(A)-RNA from each cell was reverse transcribed (RT); and cDNA was amplified
(SMARTer protocol, Clontech), tagmented (Nextera XT, Illumina), and sequenced on an NGS platform. b, Analysis workflow
started with the definition of high-variance genes and iterative clustering based on two different methods—PCA (shown here)
and WGCNA—and cluster membership validation using a random forest classifier. Cells that are classified consistently into one
cluster are referred to as “core cells” (N = 1424), whereas cells that are mapped to more than one cluster are labeled as “intermediate cells” (N = 255). After the termination criteria are met, clusters from the two methods are intersected and iteratively
validated until all core clusters contain at least four cells. c, The final 49 clusters were assigned an identity based on cell location
and marker gene expression. Each type is represented by a color bar with the name and number of core cells representing that
type. The violin plots represent distribution of mRNA expression on a linear scale, adjusted for each gene (maximum RPKM on the
right), for major known marker genes: Snap25 (pan-neuronal); Gad1 (pan-GABAergic); Vip, Sst, and Pvalb (GABAergic); Slc17a7
(pan-glutamatergic); Rorb (mostly L4 and L5a); Foxp2 (L6); Aqp4 (astrocytes); Pdgfra (OPCs); Mog (oligodendrocytes); Itgam
(microglia); Flt1 (endothelial cells); and Bgn (SMCs). RPKM, reads per kilobase per million. Reprinted with permission from Tasic B
et al. (2016), Adult mouse cortical cell taxonomy revealed by single cell transcriptomics, Nature Neuroscience 19:335–346, their
Fig. 1. Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
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dissections from specific Cre lines, expression of
previously reported and/or newly discovered marker
genes in our RNA-seq data, and localized expression
patterns of marker genes determined using RNA in
situ hybridization (ISH) (Tasic et al., 2016).
Our single-cell analysis detects most previously
known marker genes and identifies many new
differentially expressed genes. For a select set of
markers, we used single-label and double-label
RNA ISH and quantitative reverse transcription
PCR (qRT-PCR) to confirm predicted specificity
of marker expression or cell location obtained from
layer-enriching dissections (Tasic et al., 2016).
Our Cre line–based approach also enabled the
characterization of these lines’ specificity, thereby
informing their proper use for labeling and perturbing
specific cellular populations (Taniguchi et al., 2011;
Olsen et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2014; Huang,
2014). In general, we found that the examined Cre
lines mostly label the expected cell types based on
promoters and other genetic elements that control
Cre recombinase expression in each line; however,
all but one Cre line (Chat-IRES-Cre) labeled more
than one transcriptomic cell type (Tasic et al., 2016).

Cortical Cell Types: Markers
and Relationships

To provide an overall view of the transcriptomic cell
types that we identified, we integrated our data into
constellation diagrams that summarize the identity,
select marker genes, and putative location of these
types along the pia-to-white-matter axis (Figs. 2a–c).
In these diagrams, each transcriptomic cell type is
represented by a disk whose surface area corresponds
to the number of core cells in our dataset belonging
to that type. Intermediate cells are represented
by lines connecting the disks; the line thickness is
proportional to the number of intermediate cells. We
separately present GABAergic, glutamatergic, and
non-neuronal constellations because we detected
only a single intermediate cell between these
major classes. This mode of presentation paints the
overall phenotypic landscape of cortical cell types
as a combination of continuity and discreteness:
the presence of a large number of intermediate cells
between a particular pair of core types suggests a
phenotypic continuum, whereas a lack of intermediate
cells connecting one type to others suggests its more
discrete character (Figs. 2a–c). We represent the
overall similarity of gene expression between the
transcriptomic cell types by hierarchical clustering of
groups of their core cells based on all genes expressed
above a variance threshold (Fig. 2d). These two views
of transcriptomic cell types are complementary: one
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shows the extent of intermediate phenotypes, and the
other shows the overall similarity in gene expression
among cluster cores.
We identified 18 transcriptomic cell types belonging
to three previously described major classes of
GABAergic cells named after the corresponding
markers Vip (vasoactive intestinal peptide), Pvalb
(parvalbumin), and Sst (somatostatin) (Gonchar et
al., 2008; Xu et al., 2010; Rudy et al., 2011). In a
substantial portion of these cells, we detected more
than one of these markers; however, our method,
which takes into account genome-wide gene
expression, usually classified these double-expressing
cells into the major type corresponding to the most
highly expressed major marker in that cell.
We identified five additional GABAergic types. In
accord with a previous report (Pfeffer et al., 2013),
we detected Tnfaip8l3 and Sema3c in these types. We
named two of them on the basis of a gene for a putative
neuropeptide—neuron-derived neurotrophic factor
(Ndnf)—and we found that they corresponded to
neurogliaform cells (Tasic et al., 2016). We refer
to the three other types according to markers they
express: synuclein gamma (Sncg), interferon gamma–
induced GTPase (Igtp), and SMAD family member
3 (Smad3).
Beyond the major types, correspondence of our
transcriptomic types to those previously described in
the literature was not straightforward and relied on
the existence of a Rosetta stone: a shared reagent,
feature, or molecular marker with unambiguous
translational power. Potential inferences on
correspondence to previously proposed types were
further complicated by previous studies’ use of a
variety of animal models, at various ages, focusing on
different cortical areas and a few molecular markers
(Rudy et al., 2011; DeFelipe et al., 2013).
We found only one Sst type (Sst-Cbln4) that was
prevalent in upper cortical layers, whereas all the
other Sst types appeared to be enriched in lower
layers (Fig. 2a) (Tasic et al., 2016). On the basis of
upper-layer enrichment and Calb2 expression of the
Sst-Cbln4 type, we propose that it likely corresponds
to previously characterized Calb2-positive Martinotti
cells that are enriched in the upper cortical layers
(Xu et al., 2006) and are fluorescently labeled in
transgenic GIN (GABAergic interneuron) mice
(Oliva et al., 2000). Our analysis revealed only one
additional Calb2-positive Sst type, which we refer
to as Sst-Chodl. On the basis of the expression of
tachykinin-receptor 1 (Tacr1), neuropeptide Y
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Figure 2. Cell-type summary and relationships. a–c, Constellation diagrams showing core and intermediate cells for all cell types.
Core cells (N = 1424; 664 GABAergic, 609 glutamatergic, and 151 non-neuronal) are represented by colored disks with areas
corresponding to the number of core cells for each cluster. Linked tags include cell-type names based on marker genes and layers;
unique markers are in red. Intermediate cells (N = 255; 97 GABAergic, 155 glutamatergic, and 3 non-neuronal) are represented
by lines connecting disks; line thickness corresponds to the number of such cells. a, GABAergic types are grouped according to
major classes and arranged by their preferential location (enrichment) in upper versus lower cortical layers. Up and down arrows
in disks represent statistically significant enrichment determined by layer-enriching dissections. Locations for other clusters are
estimates that combine marker gene expression or Cre-line expression based on RNA ISH. The position at the border of upper
and lower layers represents lack of evidence for location preference. b, Glutamatergic types are arranged according to cortical
layer. c, Non-neuronal types share few intermediate cells with one another. 96*Rik, 9630013A20Rik. d, Dendrogram depicting
relatedness of the mean gene expression pattern for all cell types based on core cells (N = 1424) and genes (N = 13,878) with
SD for expression >1 across all types. The distance metric is Pearson’s correlation coefficient over the genes in the log10(RPKM+1)
space. The tree was generated using standard hierarchical clustering with average linkage. RPKM, reads per kilobase per million.
Reprinted with permission from Tasic B et al. (2016), Adult mouse cortical cell taxonomy revealed by single cell transcriptomics,
Nature Neuroscience 19:335–346, their Fig. 4. Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
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(Npy), high levels of nitric oxide synthase (Nos1),
and the absence of Calb1 (Tasic et al., 2016), we
concluded that this type most likely corresponds to
Nos1 type I neurons (Seress et al., 2005). Nos1 type I
neurons are enriched in L5 and 6 (Lee and Jeon,
2005) and are likely long-range projecting (Tomioka
et al., 2005), sleep-active neurons (Gerashchenko et
al., 2008).
The Pvalb types are highly interconnected in
the constellation diagrams (Fig. 2a). Using layerenriching dissections, we found that some types were
preferentially present in upper (Pvalb-Tpbg, PvalbTacr3, Pvalb-Cpne5) or lower (Pvalb-Gpx3 and
Pvalb-Rspo2) layers (Tasic et al., 2016). To relate our
transcriptomic types to previously described Pvalb
types, we isolated cells from the upper layers of the
Nkx2.1-CreERT2 line, which, when induced with
tamoxifen perinatally, labels a subset of neocortical
interneurons, including chandelier cells (Taniguchi
et al., 2013). Our analysis classified cells from this
line in all three upper layer–enriched Pvalb types
(Tasic et al., 2016). We suggest that Pvalb-Cpne5
corresponds to chandelier cells for several reasons:
it was most transcriptionally distinct among Pvalb
types, it was enriched in upper layers, and it did not
express Etv1 (also known as Er81), as previously
shown for chandelier cells (Dehorter et al., 2015).
The Vip major class can be divided into several
transcriptomic cell types, all of which appeared to
be enriched in upper cortical layers, except the VipGpc3 type (Fig. 2a). In accord with previous reports
(von Engelhardt et al., 2007; Gonchar et al., 2008),
our Vip-Chat transcriptomic type was located in
upper cortical layers and displayed unique expression
of choline acetyltransferase (Chat) in Vip-positive
cells. These cells have been reported to either express
(von Engelhardt et al., 2007) or not express Calb2 at
the protein level (Gonchar et al., 2008); we found
that they robustly expressed Calb2 mRNA.
For glutamatergic cells, we identified six major classes
of transcriptomic types—L2/3, L4, L5a, L5b, L6a, and
L6b—on the basis of the layer-specific expression of
marker genes and layer-enriching dissections (Fig. 2b);
this is consistent with many previous studies (Lein et
al., 2007; Molyneaux et al., 2007; Greig et al., 2013;
Sorensen et al., 2013). We discovered subdivisions
among all of these layer-specific major types. In
L2/3, we identified two major types, one of which
(L2-Ngb) appeared to be located more superficially
based on marker gene expression (for example, Ngb,
Fst, Syt17, and Cdh13). In L4, we identified three
types (L4-Ctxn3, L4-Scnn1a, and L4-Arf5) with
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high gene expression similarity (Fig. 2d) and a large
number of intermediate cells (Fig. 2b). We identified
eight different transcriptomic types in L5. Four of
these types expressed the L5a marker Deptor (L5aHsd11b1, L5a-Tcerg1l, L5a-Batf3, and L5a-Pde1c),
whereas three expressed the L5b marker Bcl6 (L5bCdh13, L5b-Tph2, and L5b-Chrna6). One of these
L5b types (L5b-Chrna6), together with the L5-Ucma
type, appeared most distinct among L5 types, on the
basis of both gene expression and the small number of
intermediate cells between them and other L5 types
(Fig. 2b). We identified six transcriptomic cell types
in L6: four L6a types and two L6b types. Among L6a
types, two highly related types (L6a-Sla and L6aMgp) expressed the marker Foxp2 (Molyneaux et
al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2012; Sorensen et al., 2013)
and were derived primarily from the Ntsr1-Cre line,
whereas the other two (L6a-Syt17 and L6a-Car12)
did not express Foxp2 and were isolated as tdT− cells
from L6 of the same Cre line. For the latter two types,
we discovered several new markers that can be used
to identify them (Car12, Prss22, Syt17, and Penk).
The two L6b types (L6b-Serpinb11 and L6b-Rgs12)
expressed the known L6b marker Ctgf (Molyneaux
et al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2012; Sorensen et al., 2013)
and several other previously identified L6b markers
(e.g., Trh, Tnmd, and Mup5) (Sorensen et al., 2013).
Despite the neuronal focus of this study, our sampling
strategy captured enough cells to identify the major
non-neuronal classes. We found seven non-neuronal
types: astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocyte
precursor cells (OPCs), two types of oligodendrocytes,
endothelial cells, and smooth muscle cells (SMCs).
In accord with previous population-level studies
(Cahoy et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014), these types
could be distinguished by many combinatorial and
unique markers (Figs. 1c and 2c).

Discussion and Outlook

The adult mouse visual cortex contains ~1,000,000
cells, of which approximately half are neurons
(Herculano-Houzel et al., 2013) that can be divided
into glutamatergic (80%) and GABAergic cells
(20%) (DeFelipe, 2002). Our description of the 49
transcriptomic cortical cell types includes all the
major types reported in the literature, some additional
new types, as well as subdivisions among the major
types. Our approach also provides an experimental
and computational workflow to systematically catalog
cell types in any region of the mouse brain and relate
them to the tools used to examine those cell types
(Cre lines and viruses). The discovery of new marker
genes enables the generation of new specific Cre lines
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and provides guidance for intersectional transgenic
strategies (Tasic et al., 2016) to enable specific access
to cortical cell types that do not express unique
marker genes.
Our method relies on dissociation and FACS isolation
of single cells, thereby exposing them to stress that
might lead to changes in gene expression. However,
in our dataset, the majority of marker genes showed
excellent correspondence to RNA ISH data from the
Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007) (~72% of 228
examined genes), suggesting that our procedure did
not markedly alter the transcriptional signatures of
cell types. Most of the other examined transcripts in
this set, which appeared to be very specific markers
based on RNA-seq and qRT-PCR (for example,
Chodl), were not detected by the Allen Brain Atlas
in VISp. This discrepancy is probably a consequence
of low sensitivity for a subset of ISH probes.
To classify cells based on their transcriptomes,
we used two iterative clustering methods and one
machine learning–based validation method. The
latter assessed the robustness of cluster membership
for each cell and suggested the existence of cells with
intermediate transcriptomic phenotypes. Previous
studies either excluded intermediate cells explicitly
(Macosko et al., 2015) or allowed cells to have only
a single identity (Usoskin et al., 2014; Pollen et
al., 2015; Zeisel et al., 2015). We chose to develop
a data analysis approach that accommodates these
intermediate cells, as they may be a reflection of actual
phenotypic continua. However, as in any approach,
both biological and technical aspects contributed
to our datasets. For example, similarly to a previous
single-cell transcriptomic study (Zeisel et al., 2015),
we estimate that we detected only ~23% of mRNA
molecules present in a cell (Tasic et al., 2016). Use
of a highly efficient transcriptomic method that
sampled the cells in their native environment and
in proportion to their abundance would provide
a more complete and accurate description of the
transcriptomic cell-type landscapes. Inclusion of
additional cells, even with the current method, is
likely to segregate some of the types we defined here
into additional subtypes. This subdivision is already
apparent in our dataset, as we observed more subtypes
if we decreased the threshold for the minimal number
of core cells required to define a type (Tasic et al.,
2016). In contrast, additional cell sampling may also
reveal previously undetected intermediate cells that
would define new continua between discrete types.
Finally, although we attempted to cover all major

types by choosing a variety of Cre lines, including
pan-glutamatergic and pan-GABAergic lines, it is
still possible we did not sample some rare types.
We used substantially deeper sequencing per cell
than several other studies did (Jaitin et al., 2014;
Pollen et al., 2014; Macosko et al., 2015). One of
the main advantages of low-depth sequencing is
reduction of experimental cost. However, we note
that when we downsampled our data from full depth
to 1,000,000 or 100,000 mapped reads per cell, we
lost the power to detect many types (Tasic et al.,
2016). Thus, when subsampling to 100,000 reads,
we found only 35 types instead of 49. This decrease
in resolution could be compensated for by sampling
many more cells, but the appropriate balance
between sequencing depth and cell number depends
on a variety of factors, including the selected RNAseq method, informative transcript abundance, tissue
and cell-type abundance/accessibility, and desired
resolution between cell types.
Our results suggest many new directions for further
investigation. At the forefront is the question of the
correspondence and potential causal relationships
between transcriptomic signatures and specific
morphological, physiological, and functional
properties. Are certain transcriptomic differences
representative of cell state or activity, rather than
cell type? In fact, is there a clear distinction between
the state and the type? For example, recent evidence
suggests that Pvalb basket cells acquire specific firing
properties in an activity-dependent manner that
may result in a continuum of basket-cell phenotypes
(Dehorter et al., 2015), perhaps mirroring the
large numbers of intermediate cells that we found
for upper-layer Etv1(Er81)–positive Pvalb cells
(Fig. 2a). Although these questions await further
studies, our approach provides an overview of adult
cell types in a well-defined cortical area based on a
highly multidimensional dataset and is an essential
step toward understanding the most complex animal
organ—the mammalian brain.
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